BARE NAKED WOOD COMPANY LTD
INSTRUCTIONS & WARNINGS FOR ASSEMBLING YOUR COMMERCIAL A-FRAME PLAY
TENT

A note from Ness!
Thank you for purchasing our Commercial A-Frame play tent. I hope you get many years of satisfactory
use from it for your business.
Please read all of these instructions and watch the accompanying video on our website before you start
building your tent. Keep these instructions in a safe place and in an accessible format at all times as
Trading Standards may ask you for a copy to ensure you are complying with your responsibilities as a
supplier of a toy for commercial purposes. For ease of reference, we have taken photographs using our
Mini A-Frame to explain how to assemble your larger A-Frame.
It is critical you follow these instructions and warnings to assemble your A-Frame correctly to ensure it is
safe when used as intended for sleepover and play parties. Failure to follow these instructions and
warnings could lead to the equipment becoming unsafe or damaged or injury being caused. The Bare
Naked Wood Company Ltd will not take any responsibility for any injury or damage caused because
these instructions have not been followed.
Your commercial A-Frame play tent has been designed for commercial use to be hired out as a piece of
equipment for children’s parties in both Great Britain and Europe. The play tent is considered a toy as it
has ‘play value’. For use in Great Britain it complies with the Toy Safety Regulations (UK) 2011 and
bears the UKCA mark on the play tent. For use in Europe which currently includes Northern Ireland, the
play tent complies with EN71 Toy Safety Directive EC/48/2009 and is marked CE on the play tent.
Thank you

Ness x
The Bare Naked Wood Company Ltd
Unit 4, Edison Court,
Edison Close
Park Farm Industrial Estate
Wellingborough
Northamptonshire
NN8 6AH
Website: www.barenakedwoodcompany.com
Email: barenakedwoodco@gmail.com
Company Number: 12825667
Our Authorised European Representative in Europe is:Clever Representatives AB, Box 1898,
116 74 Stockholm, Sweden

WARNINGS
It is vitally important you bring these warnings to the attention of your customers as part of your
risk management
WARNING NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN AGED 0-3 YEARS OLD: This play tent has been designed
for the intended use by children aged over 3 years old with adult supervision. However as manufacturers
of commercial play tents, we foresee that children under 3 years of age may have access to the play tents
at the hire location. Therefore we must warn you that these play tents are not suitable for children 0-3
years. It is important your customers are aware of this fact should the play tents be set up by them as part
of a ‘DIY’ package.
WARNING RISK OF FIRE: Our play tents have been tested to ensure they have a burn rate which gives
sufficient time for a child to get out of the tent in the event of a fire.
We advise both you and your customers keep the play tent away from any naked flames, sources of heat,
or electrical fittings such as mains operated fairy lights.
We also advise no mains operated electronic equipment is used inside the play tent at any time due to the
risk of an electrical fire.
We advise you do not drape your own fabrics or affix any decorations to your play tents which could
accelerate the speed of the burning flame in the event of a fire. As a minimum, please remove any fabrics
or decorations from the body of the tent when children are left to sleep inside the play tent and no adults
are in the same room to assist them should a fire occur during the night. It is important your customers are
aware of this fact should the play tents be set up by them as part of a ‘DIY’ package.
RISK OF SUFFOCATION: Please dispose of any plastic bags and keep them out of the reach of children
as they can cause suffocation.
WARNING TRAP HAZARDS: These play tents can present a trap hazard to the limbs of any person if not
used and maintained correctly. Therefore, if you transport or store your tent frames fully assembled, please
ensure the bolts on the top joints are secure to prevent limbs being trapped by accident. It is important
your customers are aware of this fact should the play tents be set up by them as part of a ‘DIY’ package.
WARNING CHOKE HAZARD: When not assembled, this play tent has several small part which can cause
a child to choke should they place them in their mouth. Therefore, please keep the small parts away from
children and store them in a safe place. It is important your customers are aware of this fact should the
play tents be set up by them as part of a ‘DIY’ package.

PLEASE REMOVE ALL PACKAGING AND DISPOSE OF IT RESPONSIBLY.
WHERE POSSIBLE, PLEASE REUSE OR RECYCLE IT TO HELP OUR PLANET🌳

PARTS LIST:
2 X legs ‘A’
2 X legs ‘B’
3 x wooden poles
2 long bolts
4 short bolts
6 washers
1 allen key
1 set of instructions

Assembly of this tent must be
undertaken by someone 18 years or
older

1. Begin by clearing a clean and clear space on
the floor to give you plenty of room to move.
Place all the tent legs out in exactly the same
order as you see in the photo below with legs A
on the inside and legs B on the outside.

2. Take leg A and turn them inwards to face each
other. Then take legs B, turn them in to face each
other. If you look at the feet, you will see all the
large holes are facing inwards.

Legs A

Legs A

Legs B

Legs B

♻︎

♻︎

HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR A-FRAME PLAY TENTS

4.

3. Position one pole at the top between legs A

Take the 2 long bolts, place a washer

over the end of each one. Insert the bolts
through the holes in the top of legs A & B.
Line the bolts up with the holes in the ends
of the pole.
Secure the bolt on each side with the Allen
key provided, turning it clockwise. You will
see the ends of the poles disappear into
the recessed holes on both legs labelled A.
Do not over tighten the bolts.

5.

Carefully stand your A-Frame upright and open the legs out. Top tip! Use the
top bar to pick it up.
Note the position of the legs in the diagram below. Important, the inside legs
marked A must be opened in the opposite direction to each other. If you fail to
do this, the lower poles will not t your frame. The position of the legs is also
crucial to the safe assembly of your tent and prevent it from falling at.

6. Place washers over the 4 short bolts. Fit the two
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Legs A

fl

bottom poles using the 4 remaining bolts. Finally
ensure all bolts are secure.

IMPORTANT: Please note, you can only use Bare Naked Wood Company covers on our A-Frames. If
you t other manufacturers covers or components, you will invalidate the CE / UKCA compliance as
play tents are tested as an entire toy and not component parts. We will take no responsibility for the
compliance of our tents tted with other manufacturers covers or components.
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Method 2: Place your
cover on a clean oor
and undo the velcro fas
tenings at each end.
Place your fully assemb
led A-Frame on top of
the cover. Wrap the ve
lcro ends around each
pole and fasten. Now
fold the tent legs over
and stand your tent up
right.

USE & MAINTENANCE OF YOUR A-FRAME
Before each use, go around each bolt and gently tighten them with the Allen key so you feel some resistance. Do not
over tighten them. You need sufficient tension on the bolts to feel some resistance to the tent being easily opened. If
you use an electric screwdriver, adjust it to a low speed setting otherwise you risk stripping the head of the bolts.
To adjust the width of the frame to fit your mattress, loosen both top bolts, adjust the width and tighten the bolts again.
Do not loosen the bolts on your assembled play tent in order to convey them in your vehicle. You will cause damage
to both the bolts and the poles.
When storing assembled frames, ensure the top bolts are secure to prevent any limbs being trapped. Do not store the
frames near any source of heat such as radiators as this will cause the wood to warp. Likewise, keeping the frames in
a damp environment such as a garage or outhouse will cause the wood to warp or produce mould on the surface.
Wood by its very nature can develop a splinter if damaged. If this occurs you can gently sand the affected area with a
piece of 120 grit sand paper. The wood will yellow with age. This is entirely natural. If you get marks on the wood,
take a warm damp cloth and gently wipe the frame and allow it to dry. Stubborn marks can be sanded away with 120
grit sandpaper.
We recommend covers are washed on 30 degrees in a washing machine using non-biological detergent to avoid any
allergies before they are used. A measure of anti bacterial agent can be added to kill any bacteria or viruses to
prevent the spread of infections each time the covers are washed. Should covers remain a little loose, a 40 degree
wash will assist in shrinking them for a better fit. Covers should be dried naturally and not in a tumble drier as this can
cause the covers to shrink.
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Please note the use of a steam cleaner on the covers fitted to the frame, may cause the frame to warp.
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FITTING YOUR COVERS

